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In recent years, reading and composition theorists have begun to assess 
the interrelationships between the reading and writing processes, and class
room instructors have begun to develop strategies for integrating the teaching 
of reading and writing. For such an integrative program to succeed, we as 
teachers need to examine not only the ways in which the two processes are 
related but also our own and our students' attitudes toward reading and 
writing. 

Moffett's assertion that most writing assignments tend to be evaluative 
checks on reading that students have supposedly done has wide-ranging impli
cations for the teaching of reading and writing, particularly when examined in 
conjunction with Smith and Hansen's finding that elementary-level students 
generally enjoy reading a story more than they enjoy writing about it and that 
"the practice of assigning reading-related writing tasks may, in the long run, 
detract from the development of positive attitudes toward reading" (Moffett, 
17-18; Smith and Hansen, 244). What all three theorists imply is that, when 
students who complete reading-related writing tasks perceive those tasks as 
work rather than as enjoyment, . the students derive little pleasure from either 
the reading or writing process, with the result that they develop negative 
attitudes toward both reading and writing. 

If more emphasis could be placed on making reading-related writing 
tasks both enjoyable and personalized, students might react more positively to 
teachers' attempts to integrate writing with reading. Singer and Donlan corro
borate this view, noting that, because writing is often assigned but not taught , 
"student writing can result in bitter disappointment for teacher and student 
alike" {134). Singer and Donlan, who believe that students can learn to write 
clearly and effectively in response to text material, emphasize motivation as 
the crucial element in this learning process. They rightly conclude that stu
dents are more predisposed toward writing when their motivation comes from 
"a personal desire to communicate than from a determination to meet the 
demands of a teacher's assignment" (139). 

An emphasis on the personal desire to communicate, therefore, may 
well be the touchstone for analyzing the interrelationships between reading 
and writing. Bazerman's "Conversational Model" provides an excellent 
theoretical perspective for such an analysis. He stresses that reading, lis-
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tening, speaking, and writing can no longer be categorized as discrete 
learning skills. Teachers and students alike need to recognize the interplay 
among these communication processes. By considering each piece of text 
material as a contribution to a written dialogue, a reader builds an "inde
pendent, critical" framework for analyzing a written message and for 
viewing her or his own writing as a "powerful and appropriate contribu
tion to an on-going conversation" (Bazerman, 60). At the heart of Bazer
man's model is the concept of critical thinking. 

Critical thinking incorporates what is commonly referred to as "skeptical 
thinking" as well as what is known as "creative thinking." A critical thinker is 
a person with an inquiring attitude, a person who differentiates between fact 
and opinion, who develops and applies standards for evaluation. Moreover, a 
critical thinker is a person who invents strategies appropriate for comprehend
ing materials, who forms mental images, who responds sympathetically and 
empathetically, who engages in a continual process of decision-making, and 
who lets the material lead him or her on into a consideration of further 
implications of the material at hand. 

Reading, like writing, is predicated on critical thinking and involves the 
interplay of several elements: message sender, message, message medium, 
message context, and message receiver. Wayne Booth's concept of the true 
rhetorical stance as "proper balance among three elements that are at work in a 
communicative effort: the available arguments about the subject itself, the 
interests and peculiarities of the audience, and the voice, the implied character 
of the speaker" is as applicable to reading as it is to writing (141). At the heart 
of the true rhetorical stance is the ability to think critically. Thus the more a 
reader develops a sense of a personal stake in the "on-going conversation," the 
more that reader develops the critical thinking ability requisite for integrating 
the reading and writing processes. 

How, then, can we help our students to develop a sense of trust in the 
personal response as the basis for the critical? Pigott has found that teaching 
readers how to analyze an author's presuppositions and techniques enables 
them not only to comprehend and enjoy the text materials but also to respond 
thoughtfully and critically in writing. Summarizing her experience in helping 
students learn to think critically, Pigott stresses that " ... if a student does not 
know the process of reading, he or she will not understand the process of 
writing, and will not be able to participate completely in the process of 
communication" (534-35). 

Such a strategy for teaching reading in conjunction with writing empha
sizes the teacher's role in helping students develop confidence in the validity of 
their personal responses. Thus, the focus of the students' reading-writing 
activity is shifted away from determining what answers will satisfy the instruc
tor and toward determining what critical perspectives will satisfy themselves. 
This focus enables students to validate their personal responses by grounding 
the critical in the personal. 
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For many years composition theorists have asserted that the barrier 
between "personal" writing and "critical" writing is an artificial one which 
should be broken down because, in actuality, the personal is the critical. 
Irmscher, for instance, views writing as a means of self-realization and of self
knowledge for the writer. Irmscher refers to writing as a generative process of 
discovery; and, in discussing the relationship between writing and reading, he 
concludes, "Reading is ultimately the best teacher of writing" (23). If we are to 
integrate the teaching of reading and writing, then, we would do well to 
examine whether such an artificial barrier also exists in our own attitudes 
toward reading and, if so, how it can be broken down so that we as readers 
can ground our critical reading in personal response. 1 

Furthermore, before we can integrate reading and writing in the class
room, we need to do more extensive assessment of attitudes toward writing 
and toward the interrelationship of reading and writing. A variety of reading 
attitude inventories (e.g., Dulin Chester, Mikulecky) have proven effective in 
measuring readers' feelings and behaviors in regard to reading. A need re
mains, however, for similar devices to measure affective responses to writing. 
Rather than rely exclusively on diagnostic instruments that measure skills 
acquisition, we need to develop sound instruments for measuring students' 
attitudes and behaviors and for assessing our own attitudes not only toward 
the writing process but also toward the teaching of writing. 

Once the validity and reliability of such instruments have been es
tablished, we will have the kinds of information we need concerning the 
affective domain of writing and the composing process. By evaluating this 
information and comparing it with that already obtained concerning the 
affective domain of reading, we can begin to develop a more comprehensive 
program for the effective integration of reading and writing in the classroom. 1 

Notes 
1 

A good deal of work is being done concerning the teaching of reading 
and writing as an integrative process. Several fine text books have recently 
appeared which address this issue. In Writing and Reading: The Vital Arts, 
Dorothy Rubin presents a series of units designed to enable college freshmen to 
improve fundamental reading and writing skills. Similarly, in In Print: Critical 
Reading and Writing, Martin Stevens and Jeffrey Kluewer structure their text 
based on the assumption that "careful critical reading is integrally related to 
good writing" (xiv). Standard writing instruction is integrated with commen
taries on selected readings, with the hope of helping students learn to analyze 
critically what they have read and to respond to it effectively in writing. These 
two texts are representative of continuing efforts by both theorists and tea
chers to come to terms with reading and writing as an integrative process. 
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In addition, the May 1985 issue of College Composition and Communica
tion (Volume 36, No . 2) contains a number of thought-provoking articles on 
such aspects of this subject as writing across the curriculum, sequencing 
expository writing, and a student-based approach to writing assignments. 
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A book that you hope young people will read had better not begin with 
these fatal words: "When I was Young .... " No, in all the ways that count, you 
and I were never young, not as the young are in the 1980's. When we were 
twelve and sixteen and even twenty, we had not already won all the unearned 
freedoms of adulthood without any of the responsibilities. We did not enjoy a 
higher standard of living than our own parents. We could rarely elect a course, 
but we could flunk one and sometimes did. We still had mountains to climb 
and rites of passage. Some of us had draft cards and diagrammed sentences. 
We were not more powerful than we would be as adults, and so you and I were 
never young as the young now know it. 

In the days since I grew up, adolescence has stretched far beyond its 
natural border into what used to be adulthood, now melding seamlessly with 
the lifestyle of the Yuppie, who is the child who refused to grow, still locked 
into conformity, consumerism, and his own sound system. 

We Americans have a lot to answer for. We're the people who invented 
adolescence, and when we discovered that we'd devised the most troubled and 
troubling time of life, we invented graduate school to extend it. 

But I can say to you, "When I was young, ... ," and so I will. As a high
school kid I played it cautious. As a result , I encountereq a guidance counselor 
only once, and for a routine interview. I remember it well. 

As I sat in his office, he said to me, "What do you want to do when 
you're grown?" 

I was too cautious to tell the truth. Besides, the truth rarely occurs to a 
sophomore. I wouldn't spill my secret fantasy of becoming a writer. "I want to 
be a teacher," I said. Maybe I said it too fast. 

The counselor said, "Let me give you some advice. Ninety-five percent of 
all people end up in careers they did not foresee. They even end up in careers 
that didn't exist when they were in school. Keep your options open." 

What I remember best about that brief encounter is myself walking away 
from it . I was sixteen and shaking with rage. How dare an adult suggest to me 
that life is full of uncertainties, that you might need to innovate and change 
even in adulthood? What right did this so-called professional have to tell me 
there are no sure things? 




